This is the first part of two parts, titled "Cone construction". Let X be a smooth projective variety over C. We construct a linear operator Con on real currents of X and study its properties in two directions:
Introduction
Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n over the complex numbers. The topology of X gives the constant sheaf Q. Its cohomology coincides with the total rational Betti cohomology
which is a finitely dimensional Q-vector space. Various cohomological structures enter through resolutions of the constant sheaf Q. Thus a resolution's structure could descend to its cohomology. For instance, tensoring with C, the resolution through the de Rham complex of differential forms leads to the Hodge structure (bi-grading structure) imposed by the Kähler structures ( [2] ). Furthermore the rationality of the Kähler form determines a polarization ( [4] ) through an integral of differential forms. These are all derived from the specific resolution used, i.e differential forms. This indicates the importance of the resolution for the cohomological structure under the study. In this paper we show the coniveau structure on currents gives a rise to the geometric "coniveau" on cohomology. Thus the geometric coniveau on the cohomology is the reflection of the same structure on the resolution in de Rham's currents. This is a study for currents to be able to lie on an algebraic set of a fixed dimension, i.e. the study of the algebraically leveled currents (defined in section 5, [5] ). The variants we constructed are linear operators on closed currents. There are two types in the following.
(1) There is a linear operator
such that Con is homotopic to a non-zero integral multiplication, where C(D i ) ′ stands for the linear space of closed currents of degree i in R-coefficients.
(2) Con canonically factors through C(D i+2h ) ′ (X) with the composition
where V h is a plane section of X of codimension h > 0, V h ∧ (·) and K h are linear operators such that Con = K h • ∧.
Operators will satisfy two properties: (a) Lefschetz algebraicity; (b) Lefschetz cohomologicity.
Definition 1.1. (Lefschetz algebraic)
The algebraic level of a current T is defined to be the least number k such that
is the dimension of an algebraic set containing the support of T . Now we say Con is Lefschetz algebraic at h, if the algebraic level of K h (σ) is at most the same as that of σ.
Remark Coniveau and level are well known in the Hodge structure. But those familiar terms should be used with caution in our case, because in Hodge structure they are used to address the filtration (collection of the cycles), but we use them in the same way to address individual cycles.
Definition 1.2. (Lefschetz cohomological)
We say Con is Lefschetz cohomological at h if the operator K h sends exact currents to exact currents.
We have two results.
Theorem 1.3. (Lefschetz algebraicity)
Con is Lefschetz algebraic at any h ≥ 0.
Result 1.4. (Lesfchetz cohomologicity)
Con is Lefchetz cohomological at such h that
The operator Con is always Lefschetz algebraic at any h, but it is not Lefschetz cohomological at any h unless h = dim(σ) − n. This condition is exactly the setting for hard Lefschetz theorem.
The construction showed the integral multiple of the diagonal operation is homopotic to the Con. The processs has two composed steps: the deformation to the normal cone (homotopy); a union of a family of the normal cones. Both of them need the newly developed machinery-intersection of currents which will be sketched in next section and detail of which is in [5] . But without the machinery, we can still offer some intuitive ideas behind the rigorous construction. The first step is the current's version of the wellknown construction, "deformation to the normal cone". It can be described locally as follows. Let σ be a cellular cycle (infinite) without boundary in
where h > 0. Let dim(σ) > h and it meets C n−h+1 × {0} transversally at another chain σ 0 of dimension dim(σ) − h. Now we use the continuous deformation to the cone. More specifically let (
which is the normal bundle over σ 0 .
In an algebraic case, this is Fulton's "deformation to the normal cone" (5.2, [1] ), which is the source for the various intersection in algebraic geometry. This source plays the same crucial role in the intersection of currents [5] .
Let's see the second step. The global X may not be a projective space. To have the same construction, but inside X ⊂ P r , we have to perform the intersection with X. In this way, the above operation only acts on sliced cycles (because of the intersection) parametrized by a projective curve Υ. Then the union over the curve must be taken. Specifically we take a regular map µ :
which is finite and birational to its image. This can be done because the projective space has dimension n + 1 where n = dim(X). Let σ be a closed singular cycle on X. Then above deformation to the cone can be performed in P n+1 . After that we pull it back to X. The process is the real version of Fulton's intersection with a regular map ( §6, [1] ). Through that, we obtain the singular cycle σ z ∞ , where z ∈ Υ represents an h − 1 plane in P n+1 . Suppose we can have union operation for singular cycles. Then the union
can be formed, denoted by Con(σ).
This union is the second operation called a union of the family of currents. In summary, first we perform the deformation to the cone in P n+1 and take its intersection with X to have σ z ∞ ⊂ X, then take the union
and denote it Con(σ).
All these are based on the notion of intersection of currents.
The result 1.4 will be proved in another paper. In the rest of sections we provide a proof of the theorem 1.3.
Intersection of currents
The cone construction is based on the notion of intersection of currents. This is an extension of the intersection theory to the real geometry. The necessary part of theory has been completed in [5] . In the following we'll list the results without proofs.
(I) Smoothing operator
Let X be a real manifold of dimension m (not necessarily compact). Denote the space of currents in real numbers by D ′ (X ), also the subspace of homogeneous currents of degree
. We assume it is equipped with the strong topology, i.e. a sequence T n → 0 if and only if the sequence of numbers T n (φ) → 0 uniformly for all φ in a fixed bounded set B of C ∞ forms whose supports are in a common compact set K. On a manifold, a test form is referred to a C ∞ form with a compact support in a small neighborhood.
Let ǫ be a small real number. A linear operator R ǫ on the space of currents D ′ (X ) is called a smoothing operator if there is another operator A ǫ satisfying (1)
where b is the boundary operator.
(2) supp(R ǫ T ), supp(A ǫ T ) are contained in any given neighborhood of supp(T ) provided ǫ is sufficiently small, where supp denotes the support.
(
If a smooth differential form φ varies in a bounded set and ǫ is bounded above, then R ǫ φ, A ǫ φ are bounded.
(6) As ǫ → 0,
uniformly on each bounded set φ. i.e. the convergence is in strong topology.
In some instance of multiple ambient spaces, we denote the operators by
to specify the associated ambient space X . (II) Definition and properties Let X be a manifold of dimension m. Let T 1 , T 2 be homogeneous currents of dimension i, j respectively. Let U be de Rham data for X .
Proposition and Definition 2.4.
Let X be a manifold equipped with de Rham data U.
(1) Let T 1 , T 2 be two homogeneous currents on X of degree i, j satisfying de Rham condition: (a) one of them has a compact support, (b) the singular support of one current does not meet the singular support of the boundary of another. Then for a test form φ, if we use de Rham's smoothing operator R ǫ as in theorem 2.2,
exists and the convergence is uniform for bounded φ. Denote the limit as a current by
called the intersection of currents. It depends on U.
Property 2.5.
In the following we assume that de Rham condition is satisfied for a pair of currents T 1 , T 2 .
(1) (Supportivity) The current [T 1 ∧ T 2 ] is supported on the set
is disjoint from the singular support of bT 2 , and the singular support of the boundary of element in
is continuous. ( such T 1 , T 2 are said to satisfy de Rham condition).
(4) (Graded commutativity) There is a graded-commutativity.
is zero.
(5) (cohomologicity) We use T to denote the cohomology class represented by a closed current T . Then for closed currents T 1 , T 2 ,
(2.6)
(6) (Associativity) There is an associativity
(7) (Algebraicity) Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n over C. Let T 1 , T 2 be subvarieties of X of dimension p, q. The currents of integrations over them are also denoted by T 1 , T 2 respectively. Assume T 1 ∩T 2 is proper. Then the current [T 1 ∧ T 2 ] is independent of U on X × X, and equals to the current of integration over the algebraic cycle
where T 1 · T 2 is the Fulton's intersection defined as the linear combination of all irreducible components of the scheme
(III) Product and Inclusion
The intersection of currents has a certain functoriality in the setting of direct product and inclusion. Let's list them.
Let ρ : X n−h ֒→ X be the inclusion of a smooth subvariety of dimension n − h. The intersection of currents in X requires de Rham data U and the intersection in X n−h requires data U n−h in X n−h . The following lemma indicates that U n−h , U can be chosen to be related. Lemma 2.6.
(1) There exist de Rham data U n−h , U on X n−h , X respectively such that for any cellular chain W ⊂ X n−h .
where φ is a test form on X, and η φ (ǫ) has a limit zero,
(2) Let U be a tubular neighborhood of X n−h . Let
converges, and
Definition 2.7. Any pair of de Rham data such as U, U n−h in lemma 2.6 will be called related de Rham data.
Definition 2.8. Let U 1 , U 2 be the de Rham data for the manifolds X 1 , X 2 respectively. If U 
in each open set, we obtain a de Rham data for the product X 1 × X 2 . We call it product de Rham data.
where P X 2 : X 1 × X 2 → X 2 is the projection and σ is a current on X 2 .
The intersection of currents agrees with the intersection of algebraic cycles in almost all aspects. However they differ in some part. For instance, the dimension of the intersection current is always proper regardless how they meet. In case when two currents are algebraic and the intersection is excessive, the intersection of algebraic cycles are not defined while the intersection of the their associated currents are. But in cohomology, they become the same.
(IV) Correspondence of currents Definition 2.10. Let X , Y be two compact complex manifold.
Let
be a homogeneous closed current, where CD ′ (X ) denotes the linear space of closed currents. Let U be a product de Rham data on X × Y. Let P X , P Y be the projections from X × Y to X and Y respectively. Define pull-back of currents
Define the push-forward F * (T ) of currents by
Property 2.11. Use the setting of definition 2.10.
(1) supp(F * (T )) is contained in the set
supp(F * (T )) is contained in the set
(2) F denotes the cohomology class of F in the H(X × Y). By the Künneth decomposition it induces homomorphisms
We denote them by F * , F * . Then F * , F * are reduced to F * , F * .
(V) Family of currents Definition 2.12. Let S be a manifold and X is a compact manifold. Let S × X be equipped with a product de Rham data. Let I be a homogeneous current of dimension i on S × X , whose singular support of the boundary does not meet {s} × X where s ∈ S. Let P X be the projection
by I s . The set {I s } for all such s in S will be called a family of of currents parametrized by S. Definition 2.13. Let I be a C ∞ homogeneous closed current on Z ×X where Z is a manifold. So we obtain a family of currents I z . Denote the current (P X ) * (I) by ∪ z∈Z I z , where P X : Z × X → X is the projection. the current (P X ) * (I) is called the union of the family I z .
Definition 2.14. Let T be a closed current whose cohomology is zero. Then
for some current L. Then we say L is a secondary current of the formula (2.15).
Proposition 2.15. Let X be a compact manifold and S 1 be the unit circle. Let I ⊂ S 1 be an interval with two end points 0 and 1. Let J be a family of currents on S 1 × X (2.16) and P X : S 1 × X → X be the projection. Then for any closed current T of X, there is a well-defined secondary current
Proposition 2.16. Let T z , z ∈ Υ be a family of currents in a compact manifold. Then for any current W ,
where T z ∩ W is a family of currents,
(VI) Leveled currents Proposition and Definition 2.17. Let Cord(C) be the category whose objects are smooth projective varieties over C, equipped with de Rham data, (X, U) and morphisms are finite correspondences of X × Y .
Definition 2.18. Let k be a whole number. Let (X, U) ∈ Cord(C). Define N k D ′ (X) to be the linear span of currents
forms an increasing filtration of complex of D ′ (X) (b) its spectral sequence E • converges to the R coefficiented, algebraically leveled filtration on the total cohomology.
Cone construction
We first describe a homotopy based on an algebraic deformation. It uses the technique of intersection of currents. It combines algebraic deformation of cycles with the intersection of currents. We start with a decomposition of the diagonal. Let X ⊂ P r be a smooth projective variety over C with dimension n. Let P n+1 , r ≥ n + 1 be a subspace such that a projection
is a finite and birational morphism to a hypersurface. For 0 < h ≤ n, let
be a subspace of P n+1 where V is a generic hyperplane. Let P h−1 be the direct sum complement of P n+1−h in P n+1 , i.e.
where # is the join operator in the projective space. Use
to denote the point in the Grassmannian corresponding to P h−1 . In the following application the setting of sub-planes above will be indicated by subscript h.
(3.5)
Lemma 3.1.
(1) Ω z is a variety of dimension n + 2, and Ω z ∞ , the fibre over ∞ has two components W 1 , W 2 of dimension n + 1.
(2) If z is point on a generic curve Υ ⊂ P GL(h −
be the homogeneous coordinates for P n+1−h and P h−1 in P n+1 . Use x, y for the homogeneous coordinates of the first and the second copies of P n+1 in the product
Use z to denote the point in the Grassmanian corresponding to P h−1 . Then the subvariety
can be explicitly defined by the following equations.
Let Ω z t be the fibre over t ∈ P 1 . Hence Ω z 1 is the diagonal and the scheme for Ω z ∞ is defined by
Any component with at least one of
will have all y q = 0, 0 ≤ q ≤ n − h. Thus there are two types of components.
(a) W 1 , a subvariety defined by
It is easy to see the dimension of W i , i = 1, 2 is n + 1.
(2) We observe the projective curve Υ. There is a universal family
be a regular map between two smooth projective varieties over C. Let G f be the graph in W × U.
be the projection. Let A be an algebraic cycle of U and assume the intersection
is proper. We denote the algebraic cycle
If A is a variety, in the Chow group f −1 (A), W · f A represents the Fulton's intersection of cycles ( §6, [1] ), W · A. Lemma 3.3. {1} × ∆ X is a distinguished component of the intersection
where ∆ X is the diagonal of X × X.
Proof. Notice the µ(X) is a hypersurface of P n+1 . Thus image(π) is a subvariety of
of codimension 2. Since the dimension of Ω z is n + 2, the cycle
has dimension n. It is straightforward that {1} × ∆ X is contained in
Due to its dimension it must be a component of the cycle
Definition 3.4. Let a be the multiplicity of {1} × ∆ X in
Defined Γ z to be the cycle
(1) Define Γ z t , t ∈ P 1 to be the fibre over a point in the projection
So in particular Γ
where µ 2 is the map
(2) Define Φ z i , i = 1, 2 to be the algebraic cycle
We assume z lies in a generic curve Υ of Grass(h − 1, n + 1). Let σ be a closed current of X. Then let
be two families of currents on X, parametrized by Υ. So there are families of currents parametrized by Υ.
Let P X be the projection Υ × X → X. We call
the cone over σ, and denoted by
Con(σ).
We aslo denote
by 1(σ).
give a rise to the family of algebraic cycles
Let P 1 , P 2 be the projections of X × X to the first X and the second X.
Let X n−h ⊂ X be a smooth plane section by the plane V h . Let
be the rational projection. Then there is correspondence
(4.5)
I z h will be called the cone correspondence between X ∩ V h and X. Notice z is the point in Grassmannian corresponds to P h−1 . It varies the map ν. Proposition 4.2. Let X ⊂ P r be the projective embedding. Use all set-ups for the algebraic homotopy, in particular, V is a generic hyperplane of P r , V h is plane of codimension h and P h−1 indicates the subspace at infinite. Let X n−h = X ∩ V h . Let σ be a cellular cycle in X. Assume there are related de Rham data on the pair X n−h ⊂ X which induces the related product de Rham data on the pair
To prove it, we start with a lemma. is an inclusion map. Let W be a cellular cycle on Z, σ is a cellular cycle of X. Assume there are related de Rham data on the pair
where
Proof. Let φ be a smooth, closed form on X. By the definition
where R X ǫ is the regularization operator in X. Notice W ∩ σ is supported on Z. Thus when ǫ, ǫ ′ are smaller enough both
lie in a tubular neighborhood Z. Applying the second statement (the local formula) of lemma 2.6 to the formula (4.9), we obtain that
Then we can apply part (4), property 2.5 to change the order of limiting to find
On the other hand, we have
(4.12)
Hence it suffices to prove the equality of two currents in Z,
Since the formula (4.13) is just the definition of the current
we complete the proof.
Proof. of proposition 4.2:
First we use the intersection of algebraic cycles (as in [1] ) to reduce the current's intersection. Let
Then with the map µ 2 = µ × µ, the cycle
is supported on X n−h × X. Letī z be the cycle
is just I z h (regard the cycles in X n−h × X as cycles in X × X). This shows that Φ
as cycles in X n−h × X, and both are algebraic cycles. This means that they both are cycles in X × X too. Hence
where P 2 : X n−h × X → X is the projection. We let j :
be the inclusion map.
Thus it suffices to prove the current's equality (in X × X),
Consider the inclusion In particular, σ is a cellular cycle in X. Also assume the de Rham data on X, X n−h are related data, and the de Rham data on X n−h × X and X × X are product de Rham data. Hence the de Rham data on the pair
Proof. By proposition 4.2, it suffices to prove that
Let φ be a test form on X n−h . Let P r 1 : X n−h × X → X n−h , and P r 2 : X n−h × X → X. The right hand side of (4.25) is
Next we study the left hand side of (4.25). We calculate
By the definition, we obtain that
(4.28)
Using associativity we calculate it. Because µ is generically 1-to-1, the current
is the current of the algebraic cycle
which is the diagonal of X n−h × X n−h . Thus
where R X n−h ×X ǫ is the regularization operator for the space X n−h × X. Now we let R X ǫ be the regularization operator by restricting the de Rham data to X. Since the de Rham data on X n−h × X is a product data, we have
Then we can continue
Then using the composition map λ:
Then finally we observe that the differential forms on diagonal always satisfy
We complete the proof by replace the term in (4.33) with formula (4.34).
Definition 4.5. Defined the operator
Remark This is the proof of the theorem 1.3, i.e. Lefschezt algebraicity.
Proof. Let k be the algebraic level of σ. As a current,
has dimension 2n − i where n = dim(X). Thus we need to find an algebraic set of dimension n + k−i 2 containing it. The following is this general position argument for algebraic subschemes. By the assumption σ is a C k leveled current, then there is an algebraic cycle B of dimension
By choosing a generic z = P h−1 , we may assume the dimension (C dimension) of the cone µ(B)#P
. This shows for the generic path Υ, the algebraic set
. By the definition
is supported on the variety
which should have the same dimension n +
because µ is a finite, birational morphism to its image. Thus
is supported on the algebraic set
If Υ is non-generic with respect to the algebraic cycle B, we can always choose a specialization for Υ in the Grassmannian, then by the continuity of the intersection of currents,
is supported on the algebraic set which is a specialization of
Therefore the algebraic level of K h (σ) is at most k.
The vanishing cone E 2 (σ)
Proof. By the definition, if it is non-zero, E 2 (σ) is a current supported on an algebraic set of dimension h. For both operations of currents, intersection and projection the dimension is determined unless the resulting current is zero. Notice that
where P 2 : X × X → X is the projection to the second factor. Since
Thus E 2 (σ) must be zero. We complete the proof.
5
The finite cycle of the homotopy Proposition 5.1. Let σ be a cellular cycle on X ⊂ P r . For a generic curve Υ in the Grassmannian of subspaces P h−1
is a positive integral multiple of the current of σ.
Proof. By the definition ∪ z∈γ (Γ z 1 ) is obtained through an algebraic process by removing a component from a complete intersection. Recall
where Γ z 1 is the fibre of the cycle
To understand the intersection
we use Fulton's notion of the intersection in chapter 5, [8] . The push-forward of this cycle to
Now we can consider the process of removing the component ∆ X -specialization. Inside of
there is the closure of the scheme
where the point 1 = [1, 1] ∈ P 1 , and ∪ is defined as the union of a family of algebraic cycles. Then we have the projection
The push-forward of
under the map µ 2 is the specialization
Now we go back to the section 3 and recall the coordinates β 0 , β 1 for
and t 0 , t 1 for P 1 . Using the definition of Ω z t , t = 1, we obtain that for generic path γ, Σ 1 is the member at 1 of the following family of cycles,
where x is the coordinates of P n+1 and polynomial g satisfying g(1, z) = f (z), where g is obtain from f (x), f (y). This shows that Σ 1 is defined as a hypersurface {f = 0} of the diagonal ∆ P n+1 . Therefore when it is pullback
where ∆ X is the diagonal of X × X and l is a natural number.
Next we work with the family of currents. Let the space Υ × X × X be equipped with product de Rham data. Let
be the family of algebraic cycles Γ z 1 in X × X. In the following we lable the factors the number of each factor in the product Υ × X × X by 1, 2, and 3. The projection from sub-product of I to another sub-factor J is denoted by P I J . For instance the projection from Υ × X × X to Υ × X where X is the first X will be denoed by P 123 12 . We would like to show
(5.10)
The left-hand side of (5.10) is
Let φ be a test form on X.
(5.12)
For the right hand side of (5.10), we consider the current
We have
(5.14)
The formulas (5.12) and (5.14) show the formula (5.10). Thus
We complete the proof.
Now we complete the construction of linear operators on currents: Con and K h satisfying that
is homotopic to the multiplication by an integer l and Con is Lefschetz algebraic at any number h.
Example
The cone construction above has two operations: (a) homotopy using deformation to the cone; (b) union of a family of currents. In the following example we'll work with part (a) only. The setting is similar to the cone construction. But the subtle difference is important to deduce a different result. Let's start from the beginning. Let
be three generic sub-planes of P r satisfying
where # is the join operator in the projective space. Let V be a generic hyperplane of P r .
be the regular projection map, and X 0 be the subset of X where π is smooth. It is generically finite to one with degree k = deg(X). Let
be the rational projection with the infinity P h−1 . We denote the restriction of π to the subvarieties by the same letter π. 
(6.4)
Let g be the map id × π × π
Let Π be the intersection
This gives a family of algebraic cycles
whose fibre is denoted by Π t , t ∈ P 1 . Notice Π is an equi-dimensional variety of dimension n and each component dominates P 1 (flat over P 1 ). Then Π 1 , where 1 is the point [1, 1] in P 1 is the an algebraic cycle in X × X which usually is not a multiple of diagonal. By the definition Π ∞ and Π 1 are rationally equivalent.
Proposition 6.1. Assume X = P n is the projective space. Let [x 0 , · · · , x n ] be the homogeneous coordinates. Let [t 0 , t 1 ] be the homogeneous coordinates for P 1 . Let [x 0 , · · · , x n−h ], [x n−h+1 , · · · , x n ] be the homogeneous coordinates for P n−h and P h−1 in P n . Use x, y for the homogeneous coordinates of the first and the second copies of P n in the product P 1 × P n × P n .
Then the subvariety Ω ⊂ P 1 × P n × P n is explicitly defined by the following equations.
x i y j = x j y i , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − h x i y j = x j y i , n − h + 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n x i y j t 1 = y i x j t 0 , 0 ≤ j ≤ n − h, n − h + 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(6.8)
The fibre over t ∈ P 1 is denoted by Ω t . So the scheme for Ω ∞ is defined by
x i y j = x j y i , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − h x i y j = x j y i , n − h + 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n x i y j t 1 = 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ n − h, n − h + 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(6.9)
Any component with at least one of x j = 0, n − h + 1 ≤ j ≤ n will have all y j = 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ n − h. Thus there are three types of components.
(a) W 1 , a subvariety defined by x i y j = x j y i , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − h x p = 0, n − h + 1 ≤ p ≤ n. (6.10) (b) W 2 , a subvariety defined by x i y j = x j y i , n − h + 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n y p = 0, 0 ≤ p ≤ n − h (6.11)
So Ω ∞ = W 1 + W 2 (6.12)
Now we observe the Γ ∞ for general X.
Definition 6.2. Let
(6.13)
The proposition 3.3 showed that Proposition 6.3. (homotopy to cones). Let σ be a cellular i cycle of X. Then two currents (Π ∞ ) * (σ) (Π 1 ) * (σ) (6.14)
are homologous.
In the following we calculate (Φ 1 ) * (σ), and (Φ 2 ) * (σ). Furthermore these operators can be reduced to cohomology. So we have the corresponding cohomological expression
(6.21)
Glossary
(1) P r denotes the complex projective space of dimension r . (2) a * denotes a pullback in various situation depending on the contex. (3) a * denotes a push-forward in various situation depending on the contex. (4) ⌈a⌉ denotes the cycle associated to the scheme a. 
